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Executive Summary

The Problem Solving in Technology-Rich Environments (TRE) study is the last of three field investigations in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Technology-Based Assessment Project, which explores the use of new technology in administering NAEP. The TRE study was designed to demonstrate and explore an innovative use of computers for developing, administering, scoring, and analyzing the results of NAEP assessments. The prior two studies, Mathematics Online (MOL) and Writing Online (WOL), compared online and paper testing in terms of issues related to measurement, equity, efficiency, and operations.

In the TRE study, two extended scenarios were created for measuring problem solving with technology. These scenarios were then administered to nationally representative samples of students. The resulting data were used to describe the measurement characteristics of the scenarios and the performance of students.

The context for the problem-solving scenarios was the domain of physical science. The TRE Search scenario required students to locate and synthesize information about scientific helium balloons from a simulated World Wide Web environment. The TRE Simulation scenario required students to experiment to solve problems of increasing complexity about relationships among buoyancy, mass, and volume; students viewed animated displays after manipulating the mass carried by a scientific helium balloon and the amount of helium contained in the balloon. Both scenarios targeted grade 8 students who were assumed to have basic computer skills; basic exposure to scientific inquiry and to concepts of buoyancy, mass, and volume; and the ability to read scientifically oriented material at a sixth-grade level or higher.

In the TRE study, data were collected from a nationally representative sample of grade 8 students in the spring of 2003. Over 2,000 public school students participated, with approximately 1,000 students taking each assessment scenario. (See appendix B for detailed information about the TRE sample selection.) Students were assigned randomly within each school to one of the scenarios—Search or Simulation. Students took the scenarios on school computers via the World Wide Web or on laptop computers taken into the schools. For both scenarios, data were collected about student demographics; students’ access to computers, use of computers, and attitudes toward them; and students’ science coursetaking and activities in school.

Methodology

The TRE study used Evidence-Centered Design (ECD) (Mislevy, Almond, and Lukas 2003) to develop the interpretive framework for translating the multiplicity of actions captured from each student into inferences about what populations of students know and can do. In ECD, the key components of the interpretive framework are student and evidence models. The student model represents a set of hypotheses about the components of proficiency in a domain and their organization. The evidence model shows how relevant student actions are connected to those components of proficiency, including how each relevant action affects belief in student standing on each proficiency component. The structure provided by ECD is particularly important for complex assessments like TRE, for which meaningful inferences must be drawn based on hundreds of actions captured for each student.

For the purposes of TRE, the student model represented the components of student proficiency in the domain of problem solving in technology-rich environments. Two primary components were posulated: scientific inquiry and computer skills. Scientific inquiry was defined as the ability to find information about a given topic, judge what information is relevant, plan and conduct experiments, monitor efforts, organize and interpret results, and communicate a coherent interpretation. Computer skills were defined as the ability to carry out the largely mechanical operations of using a computer to find information, run simulated experiments, get information from dynamic visual displays, construct a table or graph, sort data, and enter text.

Evidence of these skills consisted of student actions called “observables.” Observables were captured by computer and judged for their correctness using scoring criteria called “evaluation rules,” and summary scores were created using a modeling procedure that incorporated Bayesian networks (Mislevy et al. 2000). Bayesian models belong to a class of methods particularly suited to the TRE scenarios because these methods account for multidimensionality and local dependency, neither of which is explicitly handled by the measurement models typically used in NAEP assessments.

The TRE Scenario Scales and Results

Because the TRE study used measures that are experimental, data were analyzed to explore how well the TRE scenario scales captured the skills they were intended to summarize. For each scenario, the follow-
ing measures were obtained: internal consistency; the relations of student scores to students’ prior knowledge; the TRE scale intercorrelations; the correlations of each observable with each subscale; the locations of the observables on the scales; the response probabilities for prototypic students (i.e., hypothetical students with low, medium, and high levels of proficiency); and the relations of relevant student background information to performance. Results were considered to be statistically significant if the probability of obtaining them by chance alone did not exceed the .05 level.

Readers are reminded that the TRE project was intended as an exploratory study of how NAEP can use technology to measure skills that cannot be easily measured by conventional paper-and-pencil means. This report will discuss the ability of a nationally representative student sample to solve problems using technology in the TRE context. However, the results pertain to student performance in only two scenarios employing a limited set of technology tools and a range of science content sufficient only for demonstration purposes. Therefore, results cannot be generalized more broadly to problem-solving in technology-rich environments for the nation’s eighth-graders.

The Search Scales and Results

TRE Search consisted of 11 items (or observables) and produced a total score and two subscores, scientific inquiry and computer skills.

- The internal consistency of the three TRE Search scores (total, scientific inquiry, and computer skills) ranged from .65 to .74, as compared to .62 for the typical main NAEP science assessment hands-on task block, which, although measuring skills different from TRE, also includes extended, problem-solving tasks.

- The Search scores provided overlapping but not redundant information; the (disattenuated) intercorrelation of the subscores was .57. This value contrasts with intercorrelations of .90 to .93 for the main NAEP science assessment scales.

- The scientific inquiry skill scale score was most related in the student sample to the following scale observables: the relevance of the World Wide Web pages visited or bookmarked, the quality of the constructed response to a question designed to motivate students to search for and synthesize information from the Web, and the degree of use of relevant search terms (r range between performance on the observable and scale score = .51 to .71).

- The computer skills scale score was related in the student sample primarily to the following scale observables: the use of hyperlinks, the use of the Back button, the number of searches needed to get relevant hits (an efficiency measure), and the use of bookmarking (r range = .60 to .69).

- Statistically significant differences in performance were found on one or more TRE Search scales for NAEP reporting groups categorized by race/ethnicity, parents’ highest education level, students’ eligibility for free or reduced-price school lunch, and school location. No significant differences were found, however, for reporting groups categorized by gender.

The TRE Simulation Scenario Scales and Results

The TRE Simulation scenario consisted of 28 observables and produced a total score and three subscores: scientific exploration, scientific synthesis, and computer skills.

- The internal consistency of the four scales ranged from .73 to .89, as compared to .62 for the typical main NAEP science assessment hands-on task block, which, although measuring skills different from TRE, also includes extended, problem-solving tasks.

- The Simulation scores provided overlapping but not redundant information; the (disattenuated) intercorrelations of the subscores ranged from .73 to .74. These values contrast with intercorrelations of .90 to .93 for the main NAEP science assessment scales.

- The scientific exploration skill scale score was most related in the student sample to three scale observables: which experiments students chose to run to solve the Simulation problems, whether students constructed tables and graphs that included relevant variables for solving the problems, and the degree to which experiments controlled for one variable in the one problem demanding controlled experimentation.

- The scientific synthesis scale score was primarily related in the student sample to the degree of correctness and completeness of conclusions drawn for each Simulation problem.

- Performance on the computer skills scale was related in the student sample mainly to the number of characters in the written responses students gave for each of the three Simulation problems.

- Statistically significant differences in performance were found on one or more TRE Simulation scales for NAEP reporting groups categorized by race/ethnicity, parents’ highest education level, and students’ eligibility for free or reduced-price school lunch. No significant differences were found, however, for reporting groups categorized by gender or school location.
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Introduction

For more than 30 years, the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has regularly collected, analyzed, and reported valid and reliable information about what American students know and can do in a range of subject areas. As authorized by the U.S. Congress, NAEP typically assesses nationally representative samples of students in grades 4, 8, and 12. Since 1990, NAEP has also assessed representative samples of students at grades 4 and 8 in states and other jurisdictions that participate in the NAEP state-by-state assessments. In 1988, Congress established the National Assessment Governing Board to oversee and set policy for NAEP.

In response to the ever-increasing importance of technology in educational and workplace settings, and to maintain its leadership role in the area of large-scale assessment, NAEP initiated the Technology-Based Assessment (TBA) Project in 1999. The TBA Project was intended to explore the many uses of new technology in NAEP, among them specific NAEP processes (e.g., item creation, test delivery), assessment of specific content domains, and assessment of technology skills.

The TBA Project focused on several key questions:

1. What are the measurement implications of using technology-based assessment in NAEP? Technology-based assessment may change the meaning of our measures in unknown ways. It may allow assessment of skills that could not be measured using paper and pencil or preclude measuring skills that could be tested by conventional means. It may allow the assessment of emerging skills, particularly those requiring students to employ new technology in learning and problem solving.

2. What are the implications for equity? If not carefully designed, technology-based assessment could inaccurately reflect the skills of some groups of students, especially those with differing degrees of access to computers. At the same time, it could increase participation of students with disabilities. It may also better reflect the skills of students who routinely use the computer to perform academic tasks like writing.

3. What are the efficiency implications of using technology-based assessment compared with paper and pencil? Along with other new technologies, the Internet may afford significant time and cost savings for large-scale assessments.

4. What are the operational implications of technology-based assessment? Moving from a paper-based program to an electronic one raises significant issues concerning school facilities, equipment functioning, administrator responsibilities, and school cooperation.

To answer these questions, the NAEP program undertook three empirical studies with students: Math Online (MOL; Sandene at al. 2005), Writing Online (WOL; Horkay et al. 2005), and Problem Solving in Technology-Rich Environments (TRE).

The MOL and WOL studies were designed to investigate the effects of delivering existing paper tests via computer. In contrast, the TRE study was designed to demonstrate and explore innovative uses of computers in NAEP by developing two sample extended problem-solving scenarios. This report describes the methodology, technology, and results of the TRE study.

The TRE Project was guided by several principles:

1. TRE should use the computer to do what cannot easily be done on paper. The TRE scenarios allow students to answer questions by searching electronic databases and by using a simulation tool to conduct experiments. All student actions are captured by computer for later scoring, allowing for evaluation of the processes used in problem solving. These capabilities could not be easily achieved with conventional paper-and-pencil testing. Chapter 1 of this report describes in detail the two grade 8 TRE problem-solving scenarios—the Search scenario and the Simulation scenario.

2. TRE should represent the type of problem solving done with computers in educational and work environments. TRE attempts to capture the multidimensionality characteristic of problem solving with technology by requiring students to demonstrate both science skills and basic facility with the computer. Further, technology in TRE is used as a means of solving substantive problems, rather than as an end in itself.

3. To the degree possible, TRE should allow the disentangling of component skills. The two TRE scenarios were intended to measure both basic computer skills and science skills in an integrated way; that is, students would need to use both skill sets simultaneously to solve the problems in the scenarios. For example, students were required to demonstrate mastery of searching for information in a World Wide Web environment, but this skill was to be used in a specific scientific domain that demanded the ability to select and synthesize relevant scientific material.

A consequence of this close integration of skills, however, is that a deficiency in one skill can
A range of state curricula surveyed by the authors included experimental activities and methods as well as mastery of the basic concepts of buoyancy, mass, and volume at the eighth-grade (middle school) level. Two typical examples are state middle school curricula for North Carolina and Massachusetts (North Carolina State Department of Education 2004; Massachusetts Department of Education 2001).
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Both scenarios involve discovery; hence, students may learn from working with the TRE scenarios in a way that participation in the typical large-scale assessment does not provide.

4. **TRE should be positioned so it can inform the development of a future assessment of emerging skills or of more traditional subject matter.** It should be possible to incorporate meaningful exercises using a simulation tool or electronic information search into existing NAEP subject-matter assessments; for example, a likeness of the TRE Simulation scenario could find a logical place in the NAEP science assessment to measure skills needed for scientific investigation. It should also be possible to use the TRE scenarios as models for measures of problem solving with technology generally.

5. **TRE should be an assessment, not instruction, but students should be able to learn from it incidentally.** Both scenarios involve discovery; hence, students may learn from working with the TRE scenarios in a way that participation in the typical large-scale assessment does not provide.

Overview of the Study

Educational Testing Service (ETS) assessment development and research staff created the two TRE scenarios with expert input and reviews from a TRE Development Committee. The committee was composed of science and technology educators and curriculum experts. (The membership of this committee can be found in appendix A.) NCES staff provided oversight and guidance as to the appropriate direction and nature of the scenarios. The development of the TRE scenarios was further informed by a variety of sources, among them the NAEP Science Framework (National Assessment Governing Board 2000) and current research in problem solving and scientific inquiry. Also important were various state and national science and technology standards, including the National Science Education Standards (National Academy of Sciences 1996) and the National Educational Technology Standards (International Society for Technology in Education 2002).

The scenarios were created for grade 8 students who were assumed to have basic computer skills; basic exposure to scientific inquiry and to concepts of buoyancy, mass, and volume; and the ability to read scientifically oriented material at between a sixth-grade and an eighth-grade level. NAEP project staff assumed that most grade 8 students have at least basic computer skills because the 2002 NAEP Writing Online data suggest that virtually all students use computers for schoolwork at least to some extent (Horkay et al. 2005). Further, because of the prevalence of experimental methodology and physics content in grade 8 science curricula, NAEP project staff assumed that members of the grade 8 population have had some basic exposure to scientific inquiry and to basic concepts of buoyancy, mass, and volume.1

The TRE study tested a nationally representative sample of grade 8 students in the spring of 2003. Over 2,000 public school students participated, with approximately 1,000 students taking each assessment scenario. (See appendix B for detailed information about the TRE sample selection.) Students were assigned randomly within each school to one of the scenarios—Search or Simulation. For both scenarios, data were collected about student demographics; students’ access to, use of, and attitudes toward computers; and students’ science coursetaking and activities in school. Additionally, before starting each scenario, students answered prior knowledge questions designed to determine the degree to which they had the computer and/or science knowledge and skills being assessed.

Staff members employed by Westat, the NAEP data collection contractor, administered the TRE scenarios and proctored all administrations using procedures generally similar to those employed for NAEP assessments. Testing was conducted either on school

---

1 A range of state curricula surveyed by the authors included experimental activities and methods as well as mastery of the basic concepts of buoyancy, mass, and volume at the eighth-grade (middle school) level. Two typical examples are state middle school curricula for North Carolina and Massachusetts (North Carolina State Department of Education 2004; Massachusetts Department of Education 2001).
computers connected to the Internet or on laptop computers brought in by NAEP administrators. All computers, whether supplied by the school or by NAEP, had to meet minimum hardware and software specifications to ensure that the test would operate uniformly (see appendix C for these specifications). NAEP staff at ETS conducted the scoring and analysis of results.2

Analysis of student responses was conducted for two purposes. The first purpose was to evaluate the functioning of the TRE scenarios. The analyses included internal consistency, the relations of student scores to students’ prior knowledge, the TRE scale intercorrelations, the correlations of each observable with the TRE subscales, the locations of the observables on the scales, the response probabilities for prototypic students (i.e., hypothetical students with different levels of proficiency), and the relations of relevant student background information to performance. The second purpose was to describe student performance on the scenarios in quantitative and qualitative terms. For differences in mean scores and for differences from zero of correlation coefficients, .05 was used as the level for deciding that a result was statistically significant, with score differences between group means evaluated for statistical significance using independent t-tests.

Chapter 1 of this report describes in detail two grade 8 TRE problem-solving scenarios—the Search scenario and the Simulation scenario. Chapter 2 describes how the TRE team used Evidence-Centered Design (ECD; Mislevy, Almond, and Lukas 2003; Mislevy et al. 2001) to help develop an interpretive framework for translating the multiplicity of actions captured from each student who took TRE into inferences about student proficiency. Chapter 3 describes TRE student responses to background questions concerning computer use, attitudes toward computers, and engagement in school science. Chapter 4 discusses how the evaluation rules, or scoring criteria, developed using ECD were applied to student performances by both machine and human scoring, and chapters 5 and 6 present the results of analyses of student performance. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the TRE study results.

The appendixes that appear in this report are as follows: appendix A lists the members of the TRE Development Committee; appendix B discusses the TRE assessment sample selection process; appendix C identifies the computer specifications for schools that participated in the TRE assessment; appendix D presents the prior-knowledge computer and science questions students took before each scenario, and the background questions students responded to when they had completed the scenarios; appendix E shows the Simulation scenario tutorial and individual screens from the Computer and Science Help in the Simulation scenario; appendix F discusses the use of Bayesian estimation in the study; appendix G lists the rules used for the ETS automated scoring tool, c-rater, for scoring students’ search queries; appendix H presents the Search and Simulation scenario scale scores and percentiles by student reporting groups; appendix I presents summary statistics for prior-knowledge measures and mean scale scores for background-question response options; appendix J shows student performance on observables for the Search and Simulation scenarios; and appendix K presents definitions for each of the TRE student reporting groups.

Limitations of the Study

Readers are reminded that the TRE project results pertain to student performance in only two scenarios. These scenarios employed a limited number of technology tools and a range of content sufficient for demonstration purposes only.

A second limitation is that the TRE study was not based on an existing NAEP content-area framework. As such, the conceptualization of the TRE construct domain used in this study did not involve the broad representation of diverse constituencies typical of NAEP assessment frameworks.

A third limitation is that the TRE assessment instruments and analysis methods were experimental ones drawing upon extended computer-delivered performance tasks and Bayesian modeling methods not previously used in NAEP assessments.

Because of these limitations, TRE study results should not be generalized to problem solving in technology-rich environments for the nation’s eighth-graders, nor should they be used to draw general conclusions about the science knowledge or computer skills of those students.

2 No analysis of performance on laptops vs. school computers was conducted because the meaning of any observed performance differences would be ambiguous. Since the assignment of students to computer type was not done at random but rather according to the fit of school technology infrastructure with the requirements of the test delivery system, performance differences could be caused by differences in other factors related to the quality of school technology (e.g., in socioeconomic status) and not by differences in the suitability of one or the other computer type for online assessment. Further, there were no measures of skill independent of computer type that could have been used to adjust statistically for pre-existing differences between groups. But see Horkay et al. 2005 for an analysis of performance differences on laptops vs. school computers for 8th-grade students.